
CHAPTER 2

The Austin Seven Days

1N 1927, I reached the ripe age ofseventeenyears. I hadheard
I of the phrase, 'sweet seventeen', and for me it was very
sweet indeed, for at last I was old enough to hold a driving
fcence. In those days, there were no shame-making 'L' plates

and driving tests, and so, by investing five shillings, it was
perfectly legal for a new menace to be launched on the roads.
Nevertheless, my mother very wisely insisted that I should
undergo a professional course of instruction, and thus slightly
delayed my inevitable assault on the family cars.

Towards the end of the year, it was decided that these

exalted vehicles, namely the aforementioned 'Red I-abel'
Bentley and a new '12150'Alvis, were a cut above my youthful
endeavours, and that'something small and cheap'was more
in my line. Accordingly, a new Austin Seven was ordered.

This Austin was a standard'chummy'modeln an open two-
four seater with excellent all-weather equipment. It cost f,145,

and if one could be bought for that price today, B.M.C.
would have my immediate order. What a little sweetie it was!
Austins were just starting to experiment with cellulose spray-
ing instead of paint and varnish, and so the little machine
was resplendent in its glossy coat of maroon and black. We
were warned that the new finish might chip offin places, and
some little bottles and brushes were supplied with it, to touch
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up any cracks that might appear. I thought, and still think,
that this type of Austin was a very pretty little car. Even now,
though there are some small modern machines that can
equal its 40 m.p.g. transport for four people, they are all
much heavier than its remarkable 8f cwt., except the tiny
air-cooled 'miniatures'. Yes, it looked right and it was right:
Functional, that's what.

With that Austin Seven, life began for Bolster. From then
on, one didn't have to plan one's visits strictly within the
practical range of a push-bike. Socially, the possession of
personal transport was beyond price. Often, too, my brother
and I used simply to get into the'Seven'with no destination
in view, and decide as we went what roads should pass

beneath our wheels. Sometimes ;we would wander quietly
through country lanes and villages, and then, seeking an
arterial road, we would make for the sea, ever watchful for
some sporting driver with whom we could have a race. To
'scrap' on the public roads is no doubt very reprehensible,
but I am afraid we greatly enjoyed it. Later on, when my
brother was old enough to have his own Austin Seven, the
fratricidal strife was intense, and caused much fist-shaking
on the part of other road users.

It was on Easter Monday, 1928, that another step was taken
on the downward path. The rest of the family were going,
with various horsey friends, to a point-to-point. Bolster, J.,
however, having seen them safely out of the gate, collected
a map and a young woman, and set off for Brooklands.

Oh, magic name! Somehow there never has been, and
never will be, a place of such enchantment. As soon as f saw
it, I fell in love with it, and could never for long bear to be
away from it. Sometimes, even when there was no racing to
watch, I just used to go there and sit on the hill. In the
winter, too, I had to go and watch the annual repairs taking
place, to See what they were doing to 'myn Brooklands. Al1
that may appear to be a lot of maudlin sentiment, but there
were many other addicts who felt just the same as I. In this
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year of doubtful grace there are still men who, if they visited
the dirty, despoiled remains of the old track, would be very
near to tears, and I am not ashamed to number myself among
them.

However, way back in'28I didn't even know the way to
the place, and many were the wrong turnings before the baby
Austin suddenly found itself among a jostling ctowd of sports
cars with scarcely a silencer among them. This was the road,
all right, and this was the life, too, as, with right foot plastered
flrmly on the floor, one forced the bouncing, skidding little
machine round the corners. How very wrong it is that the
young cannot resist behaving like this when they get near a

race-courseo and how much harm it does the sport!
Incredible to relate, Brooklands was safely teached, and

was all and more than I had hoped. There were the famous
cars, of which I had read so much, and there their cetrebrated

drivers, more gods than men to me. Too many writers have

described the throaty bellow of a racing engine as 'music',
but so it seemed that day, and to the scent of the pine trees

was added the sweet, exciting tang of castrol 'R'. Quoting
from the Shakespeare that I was swotting for an exam, I
remarked that, 'the heaven's breath srnells wooingly here';
surprisingly, there was no earthquake in Stratford-on-Avon.

It was a programme of short races that day, but as the cars

flashed past, high on the banking, I could not have been more
thrilled by an intemational Grand Prix. After it was all over,
I am afraid that the drive home was executed at a most
immoderate speed, but luckily that was beforc speed cops

were invented. So enthusiastic was I concerning the day's
sport that my mother subsequently visited the track, where
she became a regular spectator.

Brother Richatd and I were at Tonbridge School at this
time; and the use of cars by the boys was strictly prohibited
during term time. Unfortunately, howevet, several of the
Brooklands events did not coincide with the holidays, and
some disgraceful escapades were undertaken to get over the
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ban. It all sounds rather melodramatic now, what with heavy
disguises, hidden Austin Sevens, and stealthy escapes. No
doubt the consequences of discovery would have been very
serious indeed, but I am glad to say that our crimes were
never detected.

As soon as Richard was old enough, he also acquired an
Austin. This was a sports two-seater of a type known as the
'Cup Model'. The'Cup Model'Austin was built by Gordon
England, and was a replica of a car he drove at L,e Mans. It
lrad a very light fabric body with a short, bulbous tail, and
its low weight certainly helped acceleration. Somehow the
balance of the car was very inferior to the standard 'chummy'
type, and the fabric body did not serve to stiffen the chassis
in the same way as the metal job.,In consequence, this was
a very lively little car, but most dangerous, especially on wet
roads. It was thus, perhaps, a little unwise of my brother to
drive at 45 m.p.h. down Tonbridge High Street when it was
raining. Inevitably, the 'Cup' got out of bontrol, and shot
down the road spinning round and round like a top. As it
spuno it struck the pavement several blows, and each time it
hit it knocked off a wheel. When it finally came to rest, it
had only one wheel left. The accident happened conveniently
close to the local Austin agents, so Richard was able to buy
some new wheels and drive home.

For some time aftet this, he drove lhe 'Cup'with the care
which it deserved, until he used it to visit a tutor who was
preparing him for Cambridge. At the tutoros, he met another
boy who was ocramming' for the same examinations, and
who soon proved to be another motor-mad type. The name
of this boy was Richard Seaman, and he was later to become
the greatest driver that this country had ever produced.

One night, after the two Richards had been enjoying some
'hundred miles an hour' talk, my brother mounted his Austin.
The Tonbridge d6bdcle was completely forgotten as, with a
healthy roar from her open exhaust, the little car showed
what she could do. The speedometer had gone round further
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than ever before when, to his horror, the junior Bolster saw

frost glistening in the moonlight. Disaster was inevitable, and

the 'Cup' went into a tremendous slide, from which it emerged

at unreduced speed, but backwards. Mounting the usual
pavement, it continued to motor in reverse, but the road was

flanked with concrete fence posts, and to hit one of these

would have been the end. As the hood was up, Richard could
only see these posts through a small window, but he claimed
that they were so close that he could hear them whistle past

his ear. That he eventually pulled up unscathed was more
than a miracle, and he announced very fervently that motor-
ing backwards at 60 m.p.h., on the pavement, by moonlight,
was one thing he never wanted to do again.

When an undergraduate first goes up to Cambridge, no
motoring is allowed, but after this period of discontent, the
pink'Cup' was to be seen in those august surroundings. It
lived in a lock-up in Ram Yard, where much amateur tuning
was done, and a neighbouring lock-up was occupied by
Seaman, who was also having fun with various small sports
cafs.

My brother, who was after an engineering degree, worked
very hard, and drove the dangerous two-seater with reason-

able caution. During a'works course'at Daimler's, however,
he took a workmate out for a ride, and forgetting the Austin's
hoodoo, really put her through the corners. The accident
happened at a roundabout where, having spun round, hit a
lorry, and mounted the kerb, the infuriated Austin shed two
wheels. Unfortunately these were both on the same side, and
so the little horror rolled over and lay on owner and friend.
Happrly, they were more frightened than hurt, and 'Mr
Daimler' will never know how much it cost him to rebuild
that car.

Perhaps I should here remark that the faults of the 'Cup
Model' were nothing to do with the basic design of the Austin
Seven. It was a splendid idea to enhance the performance of
the car by fitting a feather-weight body, but it was unfortu-
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nate that the weight distribution and the stiffness of the
structure were impaired thereby. Eventually, all 'Cups' that
were driven hard broke their chassis frames, and it is scarcely
surprising that my brother's was among them. It shows that
Austins were well aware where the fault lay, fortheyproduced
a special replacement chassis for this model, of stronger
section and with extra bracing members amidships.

That improved the car, but Richard decided to incorporate
some of his new-found engineering knowledge in the engine.
The increase in horsepower that he eventually secured was
quite appreciable, and the extra speed was more than suffi-
cient to nullify the advantages of the new chassis frame.

The high mortality of 'Cup Model' drivers was well known
at Cambridge. There were two, undergraduates, however,
whose education in motoring matters had not yet included
this basic fact, and they had the misfortune to meet my
brother in a public house. To his intensq surprise, they actually
expressed admiration for his pink menace, and, a few pints
later, literally produced some folding money, right there on
the bar. Now at this time in Cambridge, 'Cups'metaphorically
stank; one didn't sell them, because one couldn't even give

them away. Thus, the two young gentlemen found that they
had invested in an Austin before you could say 'mild and
bitter'.

Before they took over the car, my brother impressed on
them, over and over againo that this was a machine one
handled with discretion. I am afraid that their attitude was
rather of the 'we can drive anything, old boy', school, and
so his advice fell on deaf ears.

It is melancholy to record that a sad night was shortly
afterwards to be soen. Long, black skid marks were the first
intimation that all was not well, and the fact that their wild
corkscrew turns led now on to this pavement, now on to that,
was almost as good as a signature. A little further on, several
very square wheels were negligently draped about the scenery

and, yes, they were Austin Seven wheels. A considerable
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distance up the road, two young gentlemen sat, bruised and

bleeding but reasonably whole. At the end of the grisly trail
there was, of coutse, a pink wreckage.

Meanwhile, I had had a letter from Cambridge asking me

to look out for a good Austin. I put the word around, and a

few days later my friend, Don Aldington' rang up. 'I've got

you the finest Austin you've ever seen,' he enthused, 'it's
Lxactly what your brother wants.' Never was a truer word

said. ivly mother drove me to the Frazer-Nash works, and

we bought it instantlY, on sight.

It was an Austin to end Austins. It had a genuine 'IJlster'

racing-type chassis and suspension, on which was mounted

a oCup Model' body. It was extremely low built, and, to get

.ott.it weight clistribution, a special petrol tank was incor-

porated in the undershield beneath the car.

The engine had an aluminium head, Laystall crankshaft,

high-lift camshaft, double valve springs, and all the usual

modifications for high speed work' A11 the external engine

parts were polished or plated, but no shiny decoration marred

the dull, black finish of the bodywork'
We christened it the 'Black 'IJn', and it was a really grand

little motor. The road-holding was unbelievably good, right

in the racing class. It was always dtiven unmercifully, and it
literally never gave any trouble at all. Speed trials, hill-
climbs, long distance touring, they all came alike to this

machine. Of courseo it wasn't really fast, but around Cam-

bddge it acquited a tremendous reputation, for what it lost

on the straight it more than made up on the corners'

A really small, light car, provided it sticks to the road like

a leech, is, I contend, the ideal medium for enjoying the

winding British road. Furthefinore, it can be drivon much

faster through heavy traffic, and with infinitely gteater safety,

than a more ponderous maehine with double the speed

capacity.
Richard achieved some astonishing averages with this car,

and he never had an accident' By this time, I had graduated
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to bigger and faster sports cars, but I often borrowed the
'Black 'fJn' because it was such fun. It taught one something
that should be obvious, but which everybody has to learn
by experience; that, whether for touriQg or racing, the road-
holding, steering and braking set-up are ofinfinitely greater
importance than anything that goes on under the bonnet. It
is perfectly true that one can drive an unhandy, ill-balanced
car within the limits of its controllability, and put up quite
a good show. Sooner or later, however, an emergency will
arise. Now, if man and car are as one, the crisis will be
negotiated safely, but if there is any latent conflict between
the motorist and his mount, the margin will be overstepped.

A great deal of nonsense has been talked in the past about
certain Continental sports cars, 4nd their alleged superiority
in this direction. It has to be realised that it takes more than
a famous name on the radiator, or a designer of eccentric
genius, to produce a really roadworthy car, be it fast or slow.
Most of these celebrated Continental firms have, from time
to time, sired models which could be said to have a'built-in
accident', and I have been glad to hand them back to their
owners after the shortest of drives.

I do not even know the name of the man who so lovingly
contrived that little black Austin, but he certainly knew most
of the answers. He showed that, by sticking to the rules, you
can make something really good out of the most hornely
components. Among the younger motoring enthusiasts, the
Austin Seven is still a beloved friend, though it has long been
out of production. I am glad about this, for it shows that
intrinsic worth is appreciated above flashy decoration and
pavement appeal.

I have been lucky enough, as this book will presently show,
to handle many fine cars on the road, and fast cars on the
track. Nevertheless, I still remember my Austin Seven up-
bringing with affection, and I am pleased to think that a new
generation are having as much fun as the Bolsters had, more
than a quarter of a century ago.


